Tragic Death of Local Journalist
by: Joanne Saunders *(staff)*

Central Orbis staff mourns the loss today of exceptional freelance journalist Marcus Q. Quagga, who perished yesterday when helping save the children of Mother Teresa House for Homeless Infants.

"Mr. Quagga was the finest element that the corps has seen in many years," said Editor-in-Chief O'Mahan, from Central Orbis. "It is a tough moment for all of us."

Mr. Quagga, who never married and had the best record in the job in two hundred years, died when he was investigating the orphanage and one of the gas pipes exploded. "He carried me and my friends outside and even though he was coughing and burnt he still charged back inside, over and over again," commented Timothy Johnson, 6, in tears. "We never got to thank him for his bravery."

Honored posthumously for his work, Mr. Quagga was given the Silk Heart—the highest honor that the city can afford.

Clados Cloning Exclusive
by: Austin Emil *(Correspondent)*

Clados Industries, Inc. CEO and owner Klaus A. Clados talks in an exclusive interview about the science behind the trademark cloning process that has made Clados Industries so successful and turned him into Time Magazine’s Most Influential Person of The Millennium. The trillionaire, philanthropist, and owner of a biotech-centered monopoly that spans everything—from the Internet and telecommunications to part of the police force—agreed to interview with Central Orbis. In his own words, "it is about time the people of the world meet the man behind the science, and the science itself."

His company strives to tackle one of the most prominent issues of today’s society. As Clados eloquently puts it, “Our lives have become significantly busier as mankind’s ability to tackle the problems of the world has expanded. We need an effective way to deal with this new responsibility. We need a way to accomplish all our goals while maintaining or sanity. Clados Cloning gives us an elegant solution to this problem.”

Clados brings with him an extensive background in biological cloning research and a Nobel Prize in Medicine. His passion for cloning stems from a personal goal to enhance treatment of disease and disability. When asked if this goal had any connection to the death of his eldest son in 2457, he quickly responded, “No comment.”

His passion to help the general public gave rise to both Clados Enterprises and Clados’s personal biomedical philanthropy, which are both currently the talk of the city. However, despite his extraordinary accomplishments, Clados has surprisingly down-to-earth hobbies, some of which include cosplaying and … *(continued on p. 3)*
Klados Cola gets a new look

New Emerging Teen Trend: Hologram Pranks (p. 26)
With holograms becoming so accessible, more and more teens are making use of this tech for their own pleasure, engaging in activities like holographic trust falls...

Homeless rates continue dropping (p. 34)
Homeless rates are at a record low, with no obvious explanation. City officials celebrate this statistically significant drop...

Angelina Aniston adopts a pair of cloned babies (p. 2)
Benji and Alice Aniston are the newest additions to the diverse Aniston household...

NNASDAQ +0.2% LOL -0.2%

Rip Develops in Artificial Ozone Layer
by: Gabe Baer (staff)

Two weeks ago, night worker at Quagga Quagga bank reported a “small fire in the heavens,” which turned out to be an actual tear in the sky. Further investigation revealed a developing rip in a patch of artificial ozone directly above the Quagga Quagga branch in northern Australia.

The patch had been torn open by an abnormally large meteorite that had disintegrated upon entering the Earth’s atmosphere. Before the meteorite could completely burn up, it collided with a patch of artificial ozone that immediately caught fire and spread.

Authorities have assured everyone that this was just a fluke accident. Ozone expert Jamal Hare commented “The patch that caught on fire was a patch that was part of the original 2389 installment. We are working to replace all patches from this installment to prevent any more accidents like this one. But rest assured, the skies are safe!”

RoboMop: Retired RoboCops Start Cleaning Service
by: Philip Higgins (staff)

Yesterday, the police helper robots, currently version RoboCop 8.8, were replaced with the newest version, RoboCop 8.9. The 8.8 Robocops have started a cleaning service to avoid the junkyard. The new robotic janitors, self-named “RoboMops,” are predicted to be the most effective in the field...

(continued on p. 54)

Anti-Cloning Groups Already Protesting Clados Cloning
by: Amy Luke (staff)

Just two hours after the big reveal of Clados Cloning, a local anti-cloning group has begun protesting right outside the gates of Clados Industries.

“Cloning is unnatural in its very nature. Now you have this guy here making a business out of it, just because he’s discovered some fancy way of manipulating memories,” Austin Anthony angrily remarks, gesturing at Clados’s name. “How does this magical process work anyway? All these years, people had deemed clone memory transfer impossible. It must involve something unnatural,” Austin adds.

It is not surprising that the opening of Clados Industries has caused such a strong reaction amongst anti-cloning groups. After all, Klaus Clados, CEO and owner of Clados Industries, has predicted a complete restructuring of the cloning industry. According to Clados, “Great change is always first met with hesitation and doubt. Acceptance will follow.”
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